To Whom It May Concern,

Our committee (Omar2020 - C00689554) recently contacted our assigned analyst, Bradley Austin, regarding the distribution of cryptocurrency. Since our use case involves giving away cryptocurrency instead of receiving cryptocurrency, our analyst suggested we contact the FEC advisory board for advice on the matter.

The Omar2020 committee has created 10,000,000 ERC-20 tokens (OMAR2020Token - referred to as (OMR) from here on) using the Ethereum blockchain network, for the purpose of distribution to potential volunteers and any voters interested in participating in our cryptocurrency experiment. These (OMR) tokens have no monetary value and trading the tokens would require the trader to already own Ethereum coins in order to complete transactions. We believe the requirement to own Ethereum would keep the (OMR) tokens to one transaction between the Omar2020 committee and the recipient.

The Omar2020 committee is seeking an advisory opinion on the legality and permissibility of giving away (OMR) tokens to volunteers and supporters as an incentive to host events, register voters, and other campaign activities listed below.

Our committee would like to distribute the (OMR) tokens using the following involvement scale:

i. 1 (OMR) token during one of our cryptocurrency tutorial events.
ii. 10 (OMR) tokens for registering to vote at our events.
iii. 50 (OMR) tokens for signing up to volunteer on our campaign.
iv. 75 (OMR) tokens for every referral the results in a volunteer.
v. 100 (OMR) tokens for signing up for our mailing list.
vi. 200 (OMR) tokens for the most petition forms collected for the week.
vi. 1000 (OMR) tokens for every Omar2020 campaign event hosted.

This scale is not a final version, it may change depending on what the advisory opinion board decides.
Near the end of the campaign, our committee would like to reward our volunteers with the highest amount of (OMR) tokens with the choice of one of three gifts of our appreciation, paid for by the Omar2020 committee.

We believe the use of ERC-20 tokens can transform the way our country handles campaign financing in a way that allows the average American the ability to run for office on an even playing field with other well-funded candidates.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Omar Reyes
Candidate for US House of Representatives, Florida district 22 (H0FL22050)
Omar2020 Token FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)

What is an Omar2020 Token?

Omar2020Tokens (referred to as (OMR) tokens) are a form of cryptocurrency backed by an Ethereum contract. This contract allows (OMR) tokens to be maintained and tracked by the Ethereum blockchain. (OMR) token transactions can be publicly tracked via Etherscan.io

We have created 10,000,000 tokens. We hope to give them all away! As of this writing, 1,000,000 (OMR) tokens have been transferred to the candidate, Omar Reyes (wallet id 0xf86a41580f56fb1bea5ee866562f006144af5841), for testing purposes. Omar Reyes, and the core campaign team, will not qualify for any gifts at the end of this experiment.

Do I need anything to participate in this experiment?

You will need a crypto wallet. You can install a crypto wallet on your platform of choice through the following means:

1. Download a crypto wallet app for your smartphone of choice. Our campaign is familiar with TrustWallet and recommend it for use with (OMR) tokens.
2. Download a crypto wallet onto your web browser. Our campaign is familiar with MetaMask, a free browser extension that works as a cryptowallet.
3. Use an online crypto wallet like MyEtherWallet.

Once you have created your crypto wallet, email us at omar@omar2020.org with your name, address, phone number, and Ethereum wallet address. We will only use this information to keep track of (OMR) tokens transferred to your crypto wallet. We will not share your crypto wallet information with anyone unless we are required to do so by a court order or the FEC.

How will you distribute Omar2020 Tokens?

Our core campaign team will transfer tokens at the conclusion of events and gatherings to anyone involved in the event, per the involvement scale.

What is the involvement scale?

As of now, the involvement scale is as follows:

- 1 (OMR) token during one of our cryptocurrency tutorial events.
- 10 (OMR) tokens for registering to vote at our events.
- 50 (OMR) tokens for signing up to volunteer on our campaign.
- 75 (OMR) tokens for every referral the results in a volunteer.
- 100 (OMR) tokens for signing up for our mailing list.
- 200 (OMR) tokens for the most petition forms collected for the week.
- 1000 (OMR) tokens for every Omar2020 campaign event hosted.

This “involvement scale” may change in the future. Once we launch our website, we will post updates to the involvement scale. Our campaign is dedicated to keeping this experiment as fair as possible to those involved.

**What can I buy with (OMR) tokens?**

Nothing. (OMR) token is not meant to work the same as money. Furthermore, you must own Ethereum to trade (OMR) tokens. We feel if you’re willing to buy Ethereum in order to trade (OMR) token, you may as well trade in Ethereum instead. The candidate, Omar Reyes, has generously donated around $50 worth of Ethereum to the campaign for this experiment to work. We say “around” because the price of Ethereum fluctuates. He will donate more, out of his own small pockets, should the campaign run out of Ethereum to complete the (OMR) token transactions and report the donation, per FEC regulations. Our campaign will **NOT** accept cryptocurrency donations.

**Can I buy (OMR) tokens?**

No. Selling (OMR) tokens would defeat the purpose of using (OMR) tokens for our campaign.

**Can I trade in (OMR) tokens for campaign swag?**

No. Depending on what is permissible by the FEC, we will ensure everyone involved in this experiment receives a small campaign item as a “thank you”, like a sticker or button, at the end of the campaign.

**What incentive do I have to get involved with your campaign and accept (OMR) tokens?**

We believe our government is for “We the People” and not “We the people with money”. We hope this encourages people thinking of running for office, but do not have the funds, connections, or are intimidated to raise the immense amount of dollars today’s campaigns cost to run. We also believe this endeavor will promote political engagement from people who want to support their candidate without risk to their financial stability. Depending on the outcome of our “legacy” fundraising, the recipients with the most (OMR) tokens will receive a gift, paid for by the Omar2020 campaign, in accordance with FEC regulations.

**When will the gift(s) be announced and when will the (OMR) token experiment end?**

Pending FEC approval and limitations, we will announce the gift(s) after Omar Reyes has qualified for the 2020 election ballot, around May 2020. We will end the (OMR) token experiment in mid-October 2020.

**I’ve already signed up for the mailing list, do I need to re-submit my information to take part in the (OMR) token experiment?**
Yes. The mailing list is a separate aspect of our campaign. We will not automatically assume people who have signed up to our mailing list will want to participate in this experiment.

**What happens if I lose access to my crypto wallet?**

We understand “stuff happens”. Should you lose access to your crypto wallet, create a new one and let us know your new crypto wallet address by emailing us with your name, address, phone number, old crypto wallet address (if possible), and new crypto wallet address. We will match your old wallet account to your new one and note any (OMR) tokens obtained prior to the lost wallet to the new wallet. Our campaign may call you to verify and authenticate the request.

**What happens to (OMR) tokens after the election?**

After the election, we will terminate the Ethereum contract and essentially “burn” all remaining (OMR) tokens. Tokens that have already been transferred to volunteers/supporters will remain in their wallets as a souvenir for their involvement with the campaign.

**I live out of state or out of the district, can I still be involved with (OMR) tokens and the Omar2020 campaign?**

Absolutely! However there is a catch - all events, set up by an out-of-state volunteer or supporter, must be an online event (conference call, webinar, or virtual reality) unless the candidate is physically in the area and has the availability. Contact our campaign at omar@omar2020.org for further details or to schedule an event. Events in the district will take priority over any out-of-state events.

**I live outside of the United States, can I still be involved with (OMR) tokens?**

**NO!** This experiment is only open to residents of the United States of America and its territories.